Capital of the land of fjords and endless coastline

Vatican City sits within this city

The City of Light

Named for the Greek Goddess of Wisdom

The __ Wall finally came down in 1989

You can visit the Book of Kells at Trinity College in this city

The __ Conventions cover the treatment of POWs in wartime

Capital of Portugal since 1147

Once had a famous bridge and still has a famous tower

Spanish capital located on the Castillan Plain

Every fall, you can party at Oktoberfest in this city

Czech Republic capital

City where a merchant once demanded a "pound of flesh"

The __ Ghetto originally held 450,000 people, mainly Jews

Swiss banking capital

This Belgian city is known as the Diamond Capital of the World

Northern Ireland city

Firenze is the Italian name of this city

This city became the capital of Finland in 1812

City known for the yearly Running of the Bulls

Mozart was born in this city in 1756 and died in Vienna in 1791

The 1984 Olympics were held in __, then a part of Yugoslavia

You can visit Anne Frank's house in this city

Robert Burns and Sir Walter Scott are notable poets from this city

German city that became a royal residence under Charlemagne

Swedish capital

Hans Christian Andersen's Little Mermaid overlooks this city's harbor

This country and its capital city share the same name
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